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About This Game

Meow is too naughty!

This is a cat Parkour Game.

Because of little sister's careless ,Meow take off the thread of her clothes!

Meow run in the downtown streets, farther and farther.

You're going to play this naughty meow, and what's going to happen to the end?!

[ Main operation ]

● Mouse left or space key: Jump
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[ Main gameplay ]

● Jump over obstacles in the scene and get to the finish line.**

● Obstacle:You have to jump over these obstacles. Don't try to past obstacle rudely, never succeeded.

● Little bird, puppy: You can hit them off the road,for they are smaller.But you have to be careful about a flock of birds and
puppy father.

● Little sister: The little sister in the upper left corner shows the progress of pulling the sweater head constantly.

● fantasy mode: Countless sisters.

Let the meow run!
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A duplicate of Montaro game,
a Cat instead of Doge.
Some tweaks in mechanism tho.

Game of patience.

Playable but far from good.

Buyable only with discount and for achievements.. Great game for the money. Nice way to spen some down time relaxing.
Come for the little sisters

Stay for the infinite achievements. Basically everyone's mad because this is a better Montaro clone.

Could've had more anime biches tbh, nothin wrong with more anime tiddie imho. The game is not with the best gameplay. We
have to play for a running cat, which drag a thread of clothes thereby exposing the girl. Along the way, we have to avoid
different subjects, be it birds, a dog or a police car. This game can be played for the statistics of the best games, as 99
achievements are given for almost any action.
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What the.... this game ?. Like Montaro or Salty Fish Go, Meow Go is a great addition to your lewd endless runner games.
Overall I feel like it's the most fair of the others. I... ugh, I do recommend it. Please help.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/whJj9Th994U. This is complety Montaro Rip-Off
\u660e\u76ee\u957f\u80c6\u6284\u88ad Montaro
Montaro \u306e\u30d1\u30af\u30ea. 10\/10 Would kick dogs again. addicted to being a naughty meow send help. it so difficult.
just like dark souls. oh wow really?!
stop copying others !
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